
SUGGSTED FORMAT FOR POSTER 
 

As always, you do not have to follow these recommendations. Decisions are up to you. But for a 42” by 46” or longer 
horizontally-organized poster I usually write three columns, as shown below. I tend to include a reasonable number 
of charts or pictures in color to jazz up the appearance and create interest in the audience. Titles and authors are 
centered. Go to Powerpoint and put in the 42”x46” in slide size to begin then entering the text and title segments in 
boxes. This is another skill for you to learn to present at conferences. Very quick and easy. 

 First Column: 
• Top half: A brief explanation of SPT and why you are attempting to apply systems science theory to 

systems engineering problems; theory to praxis 
• Bottom half: Which Isomorphic Systems Process you picked, why, and its major identifying features 

and functions; feel free to use my pictures at will, but small. Since you are using my information, I 
usually claim last authorship on these posters. 

 Second Column: 
• Almost Entire column: the various charts you produced and explanations for each, with data from 

your literature searches on the ISP you selected including which disciplines it is most represented in 
to least; year-by-year trends; data on totals in the various categories you researched (this is very 
important to show how much potential useful info is missing from SE); any patterns or conclusions 
you detected; usage in engineering or other applications; comparative usage in the physical, 
biological (including medical), symbolic, human (including social, technological) areas; it is also 
important to include here any problems you encountered, or constraints on searching you employed. 
You must describe the search engines you used and what you learned about them. 

• Centered at Bottom: Conclusion and/or References in very small type. 
 Third Column: 

• Tiny Top Third: A description of the application area you selected and why. 
• Middle Third: A description of the specific problem(s) in that area you addressed. 
• Bottom Third: A description of what you learned or how the ISP can be applied to solve that problem. 

  


